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Spectra RMS TM Molded-Case 
Circuit Breaker Accessories 

These instructions apply to Handle Operating 
Mechanism kits, catalog numbers SKHMl, SKOM1, 
SKHM2, and SKOM2. 

Kit Contents 
The kit contains an operating mechanism and all 
hardware required for mounting it. Refer to the 
specific parts list for detailed parts identification. 
Catalog numbers SKHMl and SKHM2 include a TH2 
handle; SKOMl and SKOM2 do not. 

Mounting Instructions 
Use the following instructions to install the Handle 
Operating Mechanism on SK1200 Frame breakers. 
Refer to Figure 1 for kits with catalog numbers 
SKHMl and SKOMl or to Figure 2 for kits with 
catalog numbers SKHM2 and SKOM2. Numbers and 
letters in brackets in these instructions refer to call- 
outs on Figures 1 and 2. 

WARNING: Danger of electrical shock or injury. Turn 
OFF power ahead of the device before lug or 
modification. Do not remove circuit protective devices 
until the Dower is turned OFF. 

Type TD M Handle Operating Mechanism 
for SKI200 Frame Circuit Breakers 

1. Turn the breaker to the OFF position. 
2. Remove the four screws [A, B, C, Dl from the 

breaker cover. 

3. Align the stand-offs [lo, 111 (two each), with the 
cover mounting. holes. 
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4. Align the handle lever slot with the breaker Figure 1. Installation of shallow-mount Handle Operating 

handle and place the Handle Operating Mechanism, catalog numbers SKHMl and SKOMl. 
Mechanism onto the breaker. 

5. Secure the Handle Operating Mechanism with 
two #lo-32 x 3" screws [2], lock washers [3], and 
flat washers [4], and with two #8-32 x l sh '  screws 
[5], lock washers [6], and flat washers [7]. 

6. Connect one end of the ground wire [8] to the 
mechanism using one of the mounting. screws. 

the Oth'r end the ground 'ire to a Table 1. Box-depth dimensions for shallow and extended-shaft 
suitable ground point using the #10 x 3h" self- mechanisms. 
tapping screw [9]. 

7. Check Table 1 for the allowable box-depth L = D - 7.00 
dimension for the mechanism being installed. 
If installing the extended-shaft mechanism, Insert the shaft into ' the collar on the 
catalog number SKHM2 or SKOM2, measure the mechanism pivot, then tighten the V4-20 locking 
box depth (D in Figure 3) and cut the extension set screw to 40-50 in-lb with a 1h" Allen key 
shaft [12] to length. The appropriate shaft length wrench. 
(L in Figure 3) is given by 
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Figure 3. Illustration of box depth, D, and extension shaft length, I. 

Figore 2. installation of extended-shaft Handle Operating Figure 4. Door cover drill pattern to accommodate TH2 handle. 
Mechanism, catalog numbers SKHM2 and SKOM2. 

8. Drill holes in the door cover to accommodate 11. For 15" long shaft order Cat. No. 788A832G2 
the handle mechanism, as shown in Figure 4. 
Center the drill pattern over the mechanism 12. For 20" long shaft order Cat. NO. 788A832G5 
pivot. The pattern as provide a 13. Optional NFPA79 compliant inner handle - Order TH79JK. pendulum motion for the handle. If an up-down 
motion is desired, rotate the drill pattern 90" Requires minimum shaft length (L) of 3.50". 

clockwise. 

9. Attach the handle to the door cover with the 
hardware provided in the TH2 handle kit. 

10. Close the panel door, with the attached handle, 
onto the mechanism. The plunger pin must 
interact with the extension shaft flange for the 
mechanism to operate when the handle is 
turned. 

These instructions do not cover all details or variations in equipment nor do they provide for every possi- 
ble contingency that may be met in connection with installation, operation, or maintenance. Should 
further information be desired or should particular problems arise that are not covered sufficiently for 
the purchaser's purposes, the matter should be referred to the GE Company. 
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